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Gasoline prices for regular unleaded

NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS?
Prices in the Last Year
Production down, imports up

Oil Supply and Dependency:
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It always comes back to the Middle East.

OPEC Capacity:

[Graph showing oil production and share by region from 1979 to 2000]
Transportation demand trends through various sectors.
Watch the Transportation Fuels Petroluem Demand by Product:
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Slowing Use and Efficiency Gains
Petroleum Transportation Fuel
Construction & Conversion

Oil Heats, Net:

New Oil-Heated Homes

Conversions to Gas
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American Gas Association
Changes between 1991 and 1995, in TH B/D

Where's the Growth? The Suckbelt?

EIA's Regional Demand Forecast:
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Appportioning EIA's Incremental Oil Imports

Legend
- Product
- Crude Oil

Increased Product (includes lost the increased crude and one-third of PAD III and PAD II take over half of Alaskan supplies. Must replace falling West Coast crude oil)

Plus 0.6 million b/d crude and 0.9 million b/d product increase between 1991 and 2000.

Arrow width reflects volume.
Drilling Completions:

Gas Collapsed

Source: API estimated completions
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